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Leadership comes in all varieties. Good and bad. Effective and ineffective. Positive and negative. Right and wrong. So in this case we need to look at leadership who is fit to lead. That's why before a person take on a leadership responsibility, he should weight the matter carefully. Great power needs great responsibility. The leader will be held in more severe and strengthen than his followers. That one thought should give us pause. For in many things we offend all. We know our self and know that we make many slip, we stubble in so many ways. That being the case, we are naturally hesitant to presume to lead others. However, it is abundantly evidence in analyzing the lives of great leader. After all, we are all committed mistake, nobody is perfect. Who among us do not commit mistakes? Let's look at some great leader who is fit to lead. A prominent industrialist once says, human history is a record of mass accomplishment under leaderships. In other words a good thing happens when we have good leaders. We all want to be successful. The success in any field of endeavor is the result of good leadership. Some leadership failures are morale. Others are mental and motivational. No organization has been immunized against this epidemic of leadership failure. That's why we need to find a great leader who is fit to lead. In my point of view, the great leader consists of the following characteristics. A great leader must have a vision to visualize new thing. It may seem strange to use the term future possibility. The great leader must do more than look. Do you agree with the following? To have a vision without a task leave you a visionary. To have a task without vision is drudgery. But a vision with a task is a leadership. For me, vision is the first step for effective leadership. Another, a great leader must have a plan.
Simply because to fail to plan, is to plan to fail. We often hear the phrase mission accomplish. It makes hero out of the person who accomplish his mission. Mission accomplish begin with having goals which are spelled out in a realistic and measureable terms. Often, though we find our self with so many goals we need to prioritize them, putting them in a time order of accomplishment. The most important goals we do first. Vision must be spelled out in goals. These goals need to be put into a workable plan. We need to put our plan to work. A plan is not the end. It is beginning of everything. Simply put, plan your work and workout your plan. And finally, a great leader must be willing to work. The brightness of the vision was made clear by specific goal, by translating his goals into a workable plan. The leader must prefer his step of action to accomplish the task. A great leader works with those who are willing to work. They waste no time with slacker. The great leader must work harder than all of them. It is our example that will inspire them.
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